[Living conditions of deer in the provinces of Western Pomerania and Lubuskie as revealed by mandibular content of fluoride, calcium and magnesium. II. Detailed statistical analysis with the statistica neural networks software].
Animals from areas contaminated by industrial emissions containing fluoride may accumulate it predominantly in hard tissues. The stable composition of the mandible makes it suitable for the study of accumulation of fluorides and other elements (Mg, Ca). It is also possible to determine the extent of pollution with fluorine compounds around industrial plants and to reveal some of the features of the natural habitat of wild animals. We applied the advanced technique of neural networks to investigate the simultaneous influence of multiple parameters on the accumulation of fluorine, magnesium, and calcium in the mandible of deer and possible interactions between these elements. The first step involved the generation of a neural network. In the present work, networks were created with the Intelligent Problem Solver (IPS). Input data were divided into three sets. One was used for training (Tr) of the network, another for validation (Ve) and control over the training process and the last one for testing (Te). Network quality was checked with the following parameters: Data Mean--average value of variable; Data SD--standard deviation of variable; Error Mean--average value of error; Abs. Mean--average error modulus; Error SD--standard deviation of error; SD Ratio--ratio of standard deviation of error to standard deviation of variable (Error SD/Data SD); Correlation--Pearson's correlation coefficient. For the model to be satisfactory, Pearson's correlation coefficient should be close to 1. In the case of complex problems with an unclear influence of parameters on the process, an analysis of parametric sensitivity must be performed. This task was accomplished automatically with the computer program. It was found that the effect of the same parameters on the accumulation of fluorine, magnesium and calcium varied. The results suggest interactions between the examined elements.